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THE WHITE HoUSE
WASHIN.TON

March 19, 1975

TO:
FROM:

Here is a copy for Mr. Cannon's
use of the paper we used for the
meeting on catalytic converters
at 2:15. We didn't have a copy
to leave with him.
Attachment

Digitized from Box 43 of the James M. Cannon Files
at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library

Draft
3/17/75

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM - POSSIBLE ACTION PLAN
Auto Emission-Fuel Economy-Catalytic Converter

I.

ACTION FORCING EVENTS
A. Clean Air Hearings underway in both Houses. There is pressure
to do something. Pressure will grow as June 30 deadline for
auto companies decision on 1977 models approaches.
B. We need to have a new Administration position on both auto emission
and fuel economy.
C. Hearings underway in Senate Com1nerce Comn1ittee- headed toward
mandatory fuel economy standards.
D. OMB undertaking interagency effort to develop new legislative
proposal on auto emissions for 1977-81.
E. FEA, Transportation and ERC are headed toward a new position
on fuel economy standards - includes discussions with auto
companies. Zarb intends to have a position in a few day:_s.
F. It seems clear that the President wants a responsible course of
action and a responsible position laid out quickly:
l.

This may or may not be consistent with rushing in with new
fuel economy and emission standards beyond 1977.
2. Laying out a responsible position could put the President
in a clear leadership position on the issue and, probably, head
off mandatory fuel economy standards until there is a better
basis for deciding the right balance between air quality, fuel
economy, auto cost.
G. As public perception grows, there probably will be growing
pressure for somebody to "do something' 1 • Not clear anybody
will have credibility, including Congress, auto companies, EPA,
or the Administration (which probably will be accused of merely
trying to save the auto companies).

II.

PROBLEMS THE ADMINISTRATION MUST ADDRESS
A.

Develop recommended auto emission standards for 1977
model year.

l. Auto companies must know by June 30, 1975.

- 2 2. Five possible options, by order of liklihood:

a. Train decision for 1977 (which is the
least rigorous allowed under current
law)
b. Maintain 75-76 standards, including
NOx at 3. 1 to avoid cost and fuel
economy penalty- law change required.
c. Adopt tighter standards recommended
by the President- law change required.
d. Slightly less rigorous standards than
75-76 to open technical options. and
as sure catalyst not needed (law change)
e. Return to 73-74 standards (law change)
B.

HC

co

NOX

l.5

15. 0

2.0

l. 5

15. 0

3. l

. 9

9. 0

3. l

2. 0
3. 0

20. 0
28.0

3. 1
3. 1

Develop recommended position on fuel economy goals for 1980
and auto emission standards for 1978-81 model years
which
reflects the right balance.
.

C.

III.

Review the processes of Government which led to the catalytic
converter- sulfate decision to see whether something can be learned
which would prevent similar events in the future.

CONSTRAINTS
A.
B.
C.

D.

E.
IV.

.....

Dearth of good factual information.
Lack of agreement on facts.
Most information on emissions, relationship of auto emissions
to air quality, etc. in the hands of EPA which will probably
continue to be less than cooperative.
Lack of objectivity and credibility on the parts of most players~
including even the National Academy of Science which did a study
of the issue for the Senate Public Works Committee, which study
has been discredited.
Time.

POSSIBLE PLAN OF ACTION
A.

Instruct ERC (including FEA, DOT and EPA)
l.

Not to come to final position on recommended fuel economy
standards,
2. To participate in the interagency effort outlined below.
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B.

Allow the OMB-led exercise go ahead -- with target of
April 5 -- on developing recommended auto emission standards
for 1977 and compiling facts related to 1978-81 emission standards
and 1980 fuel economy goals to see what kind of decisions are
possible; i.e., see whether the situation is clear enough to
warrant an Administration position on 1978-81 emission standards
and 1980 fuel economy goals.·

C.

Expand the OMB-led effort (Option A) or set up a new interagency
group (Option B) to develop by April@ a "Grey Paper" containing
as much as possible of the in£ ormation outlined in Tab A which could be made public if necessary.

D.

Head for target of submission of 1977 emission standards proposal,
if it is different from Train's decision, by April

to.

E.

Develop and issue Presidential statement on catalytic converter
deCision and what he is going to do about it by April 10. Outline
at Tab B.

F.

Appoint an outside Presidentially appointed Commission to
review entire air quality, fuel economy and initial car cost
issue to present:

l. Findings of fact -- a White Paper -- containing the information
outlined in Tab A, to be ready by June 30. (They could use
the Grey paper as one input. )
2. Recommendations as to auto emission standards, fuel
economy goals by July 31.
3. Identification of work that should be done to get in a better
position to make national decisions on these points for years
ahead, also by July 31.
G.

Appoint a second group -- either inside Government or outside -to review the whole catalytic converter decision process to see
what can be learned to head off future similar events. Should
include e\•aluation of:
Organization.
Regulatory development and review process.
Adequacy of information for decisions.
Inside group may be less able to criticize Congressional role.
Could call for tripartite (Congressional, Executive Branch,
public) membership.

TABS
TAB
TAB
TAB
TAB
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Outline for Presidential Statement
Coverage for a White Paper
Potential Members for a Commission
Cabinet Meeting - Talking Points
An-Anr1, fn.,. 01\kR ~ffn.,.t urhirh hPain~
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TABA

APPROACH AND TOPICS FOR A WHITE PAPER ON AIR QUALITY,
AUTO EMISSION CONTROLS, FUEL ECONOMY

I.

BASIC APPROACH
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

II.

Lay out facts as they are known.
Show range of disagreement where there is a dispute as to
facts.
Identify gaps in data.
Show arguments justifying particular judgments or interpretations
where there is a disagreement on either fact or opinion.
Assume that the Clean Air Act and the regulations implementing
it can be changed, if necessary, to arrive at the requirements
and course of action that is in the nation's best interest.
Target should be a clear presentation of the tradeoffs among
air_quality, public health, public welfare, esthetics, safety,
fuel economy, initial car cost, and car maintenance cqsts,
durability and performance.

PRELI.i\1INARY OUTLINE FOR WHITE PAPER
A.

Historical Data

1.

Brief chronology of the events leading to current and future
statutory auto emission standards, including Executive Branch
and Congressional actions.
2. Describe the automobile and fuel modifications that have been
made thus far (all years, at least since 1968) to control
emissions. Show impact on emissions, air quality (to the
extent possible), fuel economy, initial car cost, maintenance
cost, performance, fuel specifications, etc.
B.

Current Ambient Air Quality Situation

1.

Describe current ambient air quality situation, showing
trends and frequency and duration of violation of current
standards.
2. Show sources and relative importance of air pollutants of
concern, whether or not there is an existing criteria document
and ambient standard. Show to the extent possible the amounts
and relative importance of natural sources of pollutants. Show
by area to the extent possible.
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C.

Expected future air quality trends.

1. Show expected trends by area and by source, mobile,
stationary, natural, broken down to the extent possible to
show relative importance of various control alternatives.
2. Show assumptions leading to future projections.
D. . Ambient Air Quality Standards

1. Show current and possible future ambient air quality standards,
primary and secondary.
2. Summarize health, welfare and aesthetic effects leading to
conclusions on current or possible future ambient standards.
3. Describe criticisms of existing standards, and arguments
supporting different ones.
E.

Costs of Air Pollution and benefits of Reduction:

l. Summarize current information on costs and benefits of
reducing air pollution.
.,
2. Describe confidence limits associated with data.
F.

Discuss alternatives and the impacts of various tradeoffs between
control of pollutants from auto vs. stationary sources -- costs,
air quality benefits.

G.

For various auto emission standards, show:
1. technological options for achieving, together with
2. the impact on:
a. auto emissions.
b. ambient air quality by area which has auto related
pollutant problem; health and welfare impacts.
c. initial car cost impact.
d. fue 1 ec anomy impact.
e. implications for fuel specifications.
f. safety.
g. maintenance impact, durability, and related consumer costs.
h. performance impact.
i. capability of industry to achieve, and the investment
cost, etc. necessary to achieve.
j. time frame for achieving.

H.

For projections of ambient air quality impact, describe
assumptions as to population growth, dispersion, number of
cars, vehicle miles traveled, fuel economy, gasoline availability
and use, and other factors that go into or should be considered in

- 3 an estimate of future air quality. Indicate disagreements with
approach, if any; modifications required; weaknesses, etc; and
their implications for auto emissions or transportation plan
requirements.
I.

Describe the need or absence. of need for no-lead or low-lead
gasoline and the health, air quality and other impacts of various
positions. Also, disagreements on positions, if any.

J.

Summarize potential new regulations or other requirements
impacting auto emissions, transportation controls, or indirect
sources which might have an effect on a national decision on
auto emission requirements.

K.

The rationale for and implications of the threshold theory of
health damage that under lies the Clean Air Act; the alternatives.

L.

Accuracy of ability to measure.
l.

Describe the relative accuracy of air quality instrumentation,
monitoring systems, and predictive models for the various
auto related pollutants of concern.
2. Describe the significance of our ability to measure and
predict to our actions to improve air quality and to our
ability to strike a balance between air quality and other
objectives.
M.

Special topics for coverage:

1. Present and future of the catalytic converter.
2. Status and outlook for the sulfate problem, covering mobil
and stationary sources of sulfates.
3. The justification for and alternatives to a single national
(49 state) standard for auto emissions.

TAB B

PRESIDENTIAL

STATEMENT>:~

- OUTLINE

I.

Our National Drive to improve the quality of life for all Americans
often leads us to set rigorous goals and objectives and tight deadlines.

II.

Events have shown that our drive to achieve some goals, e. g. , air
quality goals, presents a conflict with our drive to achieve other
national goaLs, public health, safety, energy

III.

The series of actions that have led to the initial de cis ion to set
standards requiring catalytic converters -- and the subsequent
decision by EPA that catalytic converters may cause a health hazard
even worse than the health problem it sought to minimize -- illustrates:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

complexity of the task of improving air quality.
implication of air quality requirements for other national goals.
kind of costs that are imposed on consumers.
implications of proceeding with rigid requirements without:

full understanding of the impacts.
full public knowledge of the impacts.
IV.

Now faced with the job of finding:
l. The best balance among conflicting objectives.
2. The best set of requirements for the years ahead.

V.

Must avoid more precipitious actions -- either in the form of premature
air quality requirements or mandatory fuel economy requirements.

VI.

President's plan of action:
l. 1977 auto emission standards.
2. 1978-81 auto emission standards and fuel economy goals - National
Commission.
3. Review of the process of Government that led us through the path
that has cost billions in consumer dollars and may have caused
a serious or potentially serious health problem.

VII. Other points to cover along the way:
l.

Issue is not protecting the auto industry, instead it is protecting
citizens, consumers and taxpayers.
2. There is blame to be shared by all - Congress, Exeuctive Branch,
auto industry, environmentalists. But not the consumer and the
citizens who have had to pay the bill.
>:~use

philosopy, tone

of Taking Points - Tab D.
\-

'·l!...,

TAB C

POSSIBLE MEMBERS OF AN OUTSIDE COMMISSION TO STUDY
FUEL ECONOMY, AUTO EMISSIONS ISSUE

A.

B.

Chairman - Should be someone who is able to lead and coordinate
a highly complex cost-risk-benefit analysis. Preferably someone
who is already familiar to some extent with the Clean Air Act and
the actions that have been taken to implement it.
l.

Don Rice - President of Rand Corporation, former Associate
Director of OMB (Natural Resources)

2.

----------------------- -

Director of Ames Laboratory of NASA.

Member - Having thorough knowledge of the environmental
health issues.

1.

Ivan Bennett - Head o£ the New York University Medical School,
Deputy Director of the Office of Science and Technology until
1969. M.D.

2. Dr. Morton Corn, Department of Occupational Health, University
of Pittsburgh. Regarded widely as a top occupational health and
epidemiology expert.
3. Dr. Brian McMahon, Chairman~ Department of Epidemiology,
Harvard School of Public Health.
C.

Member - Having thorough knowledge o£ the automotive technology
issues.
l.

Philip Meyers, Professor of Mechnical Engineering, University
of Wisconsin. Past President of Society of Automotive Engineers,
Member of National Academy of Engineering. Did not participate
in NAS-NAE air pollution study.

2. John Heywood, Department of Mechnical Engineering, MIT.
Extensive research and writing experience on motor vehicle
issues but apparently has no direct industry experience.
D.

Other potential members or leading advisers
l.

William Simmons - Director of the California Air Resources Board,
Knowledgeable about California problems; California's criticisms
of EPA's approach to air quality control; and about the special
problems of natural sources of air pollution which complicate
air quality control problems.

2. Selected members from the committees and panels that prepared
the rec~nt National Academy of Sciences-National Academy of
of Engineering study on air quality and auto emission control
for the Senate Public Works Committee. List attached. Problem
with this is that the summary version of the study has been discredited.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 11, 1975

MENORANDUM FOR

JIM CONNOR

THROUGH:

JIM CANNON

FRON:

MIKE DUVAL

SUBJECT:

TALKING POINTS -- CABINET MEETING

~

The attached is long but the subject is fundamental -- i t
is an attempt to establish a philosophical base fo~ our
domestic policy.
If the President decides to use this, I recommend that Nessen
not specifically cover the "Truth in Government" theme in his
briefing.
Let the tone leak out from the Cabinet. Let the
President build up to this theme slowly.

DRAFT
M. Duval (3/11/75)
TALKING POINTS - CABINET MEETING DISCUSSION ON THE CATALYTIC CONVER'rER

•

I think that the most impor-tant lesson for all of us, from
the experience vle have had with the catalytic converter, is
that we should exercise far greater care when we propose
legislation and take regulatory and Executive action.
It is
obvious that the American public \·lill pay a very high price
for the decisions made by the Congress and by the Executive
Branch concerning these automobile polution regulations. I
think it is fair to say that if 'He had known the full cost
which ultimately will flow from these actions prior to making
the regulatory decisions which locked us onto this course,
the specific legislation and regulatory action might have been
very different.

•

I have a very basic philosophy concerning my approach to these
kinds of regulatory actions and to legislation \vhich sets them
in moti<;m.
It can be summed up by the phrase: "Truth in Government." By this, I mean that we should level with the American
people and tell them the true price of government actions and
who's going to pay for it. This is the principle that I
follmved \vith my Fiscal 1976 Budget and in my State of the
Union Address and subsequent legislation. I believe in laying
out the true costs of my actions.
For example, the price tag
of my energy proposals is right out there for everyone to see.
It's $30 billion a year and this will result in a one-time
2% increase in the CPI. Contrast this clearly-defined price
tag with the Democrats' so-called Pastore-Wright plan. Although
my energy and economic advisers think that the total price tag
of their plan will equal or exceed mine, this \·lill show up in
hidden costs which will ultimately result from quotas and
allocation and further government intrusion into the marketplace.
In short, while their proposal is politically attractive
because it doesn't appear that anyone will have to pay the bill,
I don't think government decisions should be made this way. I
think the people should knmv the true cost of the programs
proposed here in Washington and, importantly, who's going to
pay the bill and when.

•

I have taken some steps myself to implement this "Truth in
Government" philosophy.
In addition to the State of the Union
and Budget Messages, I have signed an Executive Order requiring
that an Inflation Impact Statement be prepared for every government action under my control.
If an honest Inflation Impact
Statement had been done when the initial decisions were made
concerning the catalytic converter, I suspect we would not be
faced with the problem confronting us today. Of course, it's
not just the environmental regulations which raise this issue.
There are literally thousands of examples, but I recall specifically the problem we had with the truck brake regulation
issued by the Department of Transportation before you, Bill
(Coleman) , came on board.
I had to make a decision on

2

New Year's Eve out in Vail to let that regulation go forward
because we Here so far down the road that, to hold it up
would have imposed economic hardship on the industries which
had geared up to implement the Federal rule. As a result,
we are increasing the cost of trucks and trailers 5-7% and,
I now understand, this regulation may force many little
companies out of business.
I have no doubt that many of
the energy regulations create the same kind of dislocations.

•

The point here is that each one of you must control the
actions of your departments and agencies to insure that the
full cost of every proposal and regulatory action you take
is laid out clearly.
I think it is also important that this
be done in time so that a real choice can be made between
going fonvard or not.
Too often, the economic consequences
of the regulation only come to light so late in the process
that there really isn't any opportunity to pull back. The
pressures to go forward come from the legislation itself,
from la\v suits which have been brought bv proponents on one
side or the other, from industry who will be benefitted or
hurt by-the proposed rule and, often from within the agency
itself when the Federal officials in charge of im~lementation
become advocates for one course of action or another.

•

As each of you makes the day-to-day regulatory and policy
decisions, I \'lant you to think through very carefully the
impact of those decisions a year from now, five years from
nm·l, ten years from now.
Think through what will happen if
those policies and programs are to be implemented by some
future administration which might not be as conscious as we
are of preserving the freedom of individual choice and the
market mechanism.
One discipline that should assist you is
to ask three questions each time you face an important governmental decision:

•

1.

\\That is the problem -- specifically -- that I am being
asked to solve?

2.

Does the proposed solution in fact solve the problem?

3.

What additional problems will this government "solution"
create? It is this last step that we so very often fail
to take.

Of course, concerning the catalytic converter, we need to
make a decision concerning my proposed legislation which is
nm·7 pending before Congress recommending that we adopt a
modified California standard.
I submitted this legislation
because it \·las part of the compromise \•larked out whereby the
automobile manufacturers could achieve a 40% increase in auto
efficiency by 1979, without a large increase in the cost of
cars and with reasonable environmental standards still intact.

3

It is clear from the decisions and conclusions reached by
Russ Train, that \ve must reconsider my legislative proposal.
We can't dillydally around on this one because I want the
Congress to move quickly on my entire e::ergy plan, but now
one part of it may no longer be valid. Accordingly, I \·mnt
to be able to review my decision on the long-range automobile
polution standards and submit new legislation, if necessary,
prior to the Easter recess.
I understand that Frank Zarb
and Russ Train already have studies unden.;ay and that they
are coordinating this with the Department of Transportation.
I'd like the Domestic Council to follow up on this so that
I can have the views of all the interested agencies and
departments and final recommendationsve~y quickly.

TAB E
,

i

AGEND.A
3/18/75

I.
II.

III.

Explanation of Administrator Train's recommended five-year automobile
emission standards (EPA).
Areas of Discussion:
a.

the air quality, technological and economic impacts of EPA ' s
recommended HC and CO standards for 1977-1979 model years. Also
impacts associated with extending these standards through 1981.

b.

Air quality, technological aud economic impacts of EPA ' s recommended
NOx standard for model years 1978-1981.

c.

Impact of EPA's recommended NOx standard on President's 40 percent
fuel economy improverM~nt goal.

d.

Should- NOx standard be set administratively after 1981 (President ' s
proposal) or should standard be kept indefinitely (EPA' s {ecommendation}?

e.

Air quality, technological and economic impacts of setting sulfate
standard for 1979 model year. Impacts of setting standard for
1978; for 19BO.

Next Steps:
a.

Ti;ne frame for recommending changes , if any, to President ' s
proposal (O.t-l:B).

b.

Hethods of analysis - task forces , individual agency views , etc ,

c.

Tasks - \·lith estimated dates of completion .
1.

resolve differences bet\-le.en HC and CO standards
(

2.

resolve differences bett\'een NOx standards
(

3.

)

resolve setting of !\Ox level after 1981
(

4.

)

)

sulfate f:itandard
(
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HC

co

NOx

1976
EPA Reconunended
President's Proposal

1.5
1.5

15
15

3.1
3.1

1977
EPA Recommended
President's Proposal

1.5
.9

15

2.0
•3 .1

1978-1979
EPA Recommended
Presiden~'s Proposal

1.5
•9

15

l-1ode1 Year

9.0

9,0

2.0
3.1

......

1980-1981
EPA Recommended
Presid ent's Proposal

.9

9,0
9.0

2.0
3.1

1982
EPA Recommended
President's Proposal

•4
N/A

3.4
N/A

2.0
Set
Adrninistratively

.9
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STORAGE REPORT
by

Edv;ard Teller
Gary Higgins
Tom Palmeiri
Stuart

~·linter

April 4, 1975

")

OIL STORAGE REPORT
We have further investigated ways of quickly establishing a large
oil stora9e capacity within the United States. Some of the numbers we
communicated by phone have turned out to be too conservative. We now find
that existing salt mines and presently available tanker ships could provide
storage for 500 to 800 million barrels. This space would be available starting immediately for the ships and within six months for the mines.
Arab Imports
We now find that we are importing about two millions barrels per day
from Arab countries. One million comes directly as crude oil and another
million is shipped to intermediate countries where it is refined and then
imported into the U. S. as a finished product.
Five hundred million barrels of stored oil, therefore, could completely
replace all our Arab imports for eight months even in case of a totally
effective embargo.
Shut-in productive capacity which could be turned on rapidly in nonArab exporting countries (Venezuela, Nigeria, Indonesia, etc.) exceeds two
million barrels per day.
Additional productive capacity also exists in the United States. Elk
Hills could begin producing 130,000 barrels per day in three to four months,
but availability of this oil appears limited by local pipeline capacity.
Storaqe
Oil Tankers -The most readily available storage is in empty tanker
ships. According to persons at Global Marine Corporation and the Maritime
Administration, the total idle tanker capacity amounts to 185 million barrels.
As of January 1975, total world\-Jide orders for ne\'1 ships would provide capacity for an additional 1000 million barrels. In the first message this
figure was greatly underestimated. Some of these orders have been cancelled
due Lo reduced shipping demand but for the near future it appears that the
number of idle ships will continue to grow.
Chartering such space in the present depressed market would cost from
$1.50 to $4.00/barrel/year depending on the availability. The cost would
prohably go up as the number of idle ships decreased. To purchase the ships
would cost well over $10.00/barrel.
In addition to being used for storage, a large number of ships will be
required to transport large quantities of oil to other storage sites.

! <

Salt Mines and Wells -The second kind of available storage is in
existing rock-salt mines and solution mined salt wells. People at Fenix
and Scisson (mining and consulting engineers) and at the International
Salt Company have said that space for 750 million barrels could be made
available with little or no disruption of the nation's salt industry.
These mines and wells are in Louisiana and Texas close to existing pipelines. Purchasing and converting them to oil storage use would cost
from $1.00 to $1.50 per barrel. Conversion could be accomplished in two
to six months.
Another storage option that could accomodate 100 million barrels
within six months is the creation of man-made surface storage ponds.
According to individuals in the Army Corps of Engineers such ponds
could be excavated, lined and covered at a cost of $1 .00/barrel.
Some environmental problems may exist (for instance, due to dispersal
by extremely strong winds) but such problems appear to be solvable.
Mines, other than salt mines, may provide additional storage space
but the uncerta.inty about their tightness (ability to retain oil} and
their distance from existing pipelines relegates them to a lower level
of consideration.
Recommendations
He recommend the following actions:
{1)

Begin leasing the needed ships.

{2)

Make arrangements for the use of salt mines and wells.

(2a) As a contingency, make plans for establishing surface storage.
(3)

Obtain the pipeline supplies that will be needed to move the oil
to the storage sites and from Elk Hills to a refinery.

(4)

Write an environmental impact statement for each form of storage.
In the case of surface storage, some research may be necessary
to obtain a suitable surface.cover. This research should be
initiated immediately.

Conclusions
For approximately one billion dollars and in approximately one-half
year, substantial oil storage can be established in the United States.
Since such storage would give us considerable leverage in any negotiations,
it is recommended that serious consideration be given to the establishment
of such storage.
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APPENDIX

I.

Mechanism of an Embarqo

The followin9 total productive capacities and shut-in capacities are
relevant when one considers the possibility of an embargo.
Total Productive Capacity
(millions of barrels per/
day}
Arab countries with low population
(Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Libya, Emirates)
Arab countries with high population
{Iraq, Algeria, Egypt}
Non-Arab exporting countries
(Iran, Venequela, Nigeria, Indonesia,
Ecuador)

Amount Shut-In
{millions of
barrels per/da

21.1

9.8

4.1

0.9

14.0

2.2

An embargo exclusively against the U. S. can therefore be replaced by
presently shut-in wells from non-Arab countries. B.Y increasing their shut-in
capacity the Arab countries having low populations could create a worldwide
scarcity which could make an embargo against the u: S. effective. It should
be realized that this can be done only by a further decrease in production
in the countries of low population where the percentage of shut-in capacity
is already quite large.
Having available stored oil under control of the U.S. could decrease
the threat of an embargo.

II.

Back~round

Information on Storaqe Options··

We have divided our results into two cateqories. The first category
includes existing volumes that can be readily converted into storage
facilities. The second category suggests projects to construct new
storage facilties. Because of the need for construction, more uncertainty
is involved, and so these are listed separately.
Briefly our recommendations are:
I.

EXISTING VOLUMES
A.

Utilize presently available storage space in rock-salt
mines.
Available Volume = 133 MMB
Time = 3 r'1onths
Cost = $1 .1 0/bbl

B.

Utilize available space in solution-mined salt wells.
Available Volume = 612 MMB
Time = 2 Months
Cost= $1.30- $1.50/bbl

C.

Utilize available oil tankers for storage.
Available Volume= 100 t1HB
Time = 3-6 months
Rental Cost = $1 .50-$3.50/bbl/yr
Total Available Volume= 850 MMB
Typical Total Time = 6 months

II.

NEW

CO~STRUCTION

A.

An intensive program of solution mining of salt domes.
Vo 1ume

= 1 00 t·1~1B

Time = 6-9 months
Cost = about $3.00/bbl
B.

Construction of environmentally acceptable surface
reservoirs.
Vo 1ume

= l

00 Mt1B

Time = 3 months
Cost= $1.00/bbl
C.

For product storage, an intensive program to survey and
obtain space in operating mines.
Volume = several hundred MMB
Time = 6-9 months
Cost = less than $2.00/bbl depending on location

D.

For product storage, an intensive program to locate,
survey and refurbish shut-down mines and abandoned mines.
Volume

=

2-3 times that of operating mines

Time= 9-12 months
Cost = less than $2.00/bbl depending on location
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Location and ownership of all operating
rock salt mines and brine wells in Louisiana

The following is a more detailed explanation of the various options.
I.a.

ROCK SALT MINES

Five large salt mines are located in Louisiana on the Gulf Coast.
These are shown on the enclosed map. In these mines there is presently
available 133 MMB of storage capacity with no adverse effect on the salt
industry.
We mention these mines first because they have easy access to oil
trunk lines and to port facilities where the supplies could enter the
country. It would take about six months to install the necessary equipment to convert parts of these mines to storage facilities. Costs would
run about $30 million per mine, or about $1.10/bbl.
In the North, we have specific information on .three mines owned by the
International Salt Company. Th~ Volumes available are:
Cleveland ----48 MMB
Detroit -----118 MMB
Retsof, NY---229 MMB
Total -------395 MMB (Int•l Salt Co. only)
These mines would have access to the St. Lawrence Seaway but would
require new pipeline construction since they do not lie near major oil
fields.
International Salt Company also has experience in converting their
mines to storage. The have quoted $30 million and six months for conversion for each mine. Thus in the North we have identified 395 MMB of potential storage capacity at a cost of about $0.23/bbl, exclusive of the
pipeline to access the facilties.

I.b.

BRINE WELLS

Again the the Gulf states, we have considered solution mined wells in
salt domes. Storage in these wells is a developed technology. As of 1971,
petroleum products in salt domes occupied volumes of 24 MMB in Louisiana,
84 MMB in Texas, and 5 MMB in Missiissippi. See the enclosed map.
Our information is that as of January 1975, there are 262 t·U·1B of
capacity available in Louisiam, and another 350 f,li1B available in Texas.
Thus a total of 612 MMB could presently be converted to storage.
Brine wells are much smaller than rock-salt caverns, with sizes
typically 4 to 10 ~1'-lB. Thus a stora9e facili.ty could involve about 60
or more Hells. The cost to buy these \'Jells would be about $1.30 to
$1 .50/bbl. Because the technology of conversion is well established, they
could be ready to accept the oil in about two months.
I. c.

TANKERS

There are presently 30 VLcc•s (Very Large Crude Carriers) in the
Persian Gulf that are awaiting a charter. The average capacity of these
tankers is about 2 MMB. They are free because of cutback in Arab production.
Another 20 of these tankers are temporarily out of service for various
reasons. All of these tankers could be brouqht into service in about three
months. The volume available is about 100 MMB.
These ships are under the flags of various·countries (Greece, Libya,
Panama, Japan, Scandanavian countries, etc.). They could be bought or
leased, depending on the time they would be held as storage facilities.
The purchase cost of a VLCC comes to about $15.50/bbl. The lease price
is presently about $1.50 to $4.00/bbl/yr.

II.c.

OPERATING MINES

These cavities would be useful for product storage in that they are
widely dispersed grographically, and all are served by rail connections.
In 1974, engineers at Fenix and Scisson, Inc. (F&S) did a study for
the EPA to determine the suitability of mines for storage of wastes.
Of the 672 operating mines in the country (excluding coal), F&S identified 172 that look promising for storage.
Although estimates for total volume are hundreds of MMB, the volumes
of these mines are poorly estimated. For products however, storage in the
range 10 to 100MB per mine would suffice and all the above mines would
qualify.
Conversion could take about 6 months, at a cost of less than $2.00/bbl.
F&S has recently bought and converted an iron mine in South Africa for
$0.40/bbl. Thus the technology is proven and the ability to realize this
option is assured.
II.d.

SHUT-DOWN AND ABANDONED MINES

Shut-dovm mines are also a possibility. Beneath Kansas City, a limestone mine is used for warehouse storage. Its volume is about 400 MMB.
Two other shut-down mines that we have identified represent 20 MMB in
Illinois and 20 MMB in Ohio.
A program to document and determine the suitability of shut-down mines
could take about 3 months. As with operating mines, conversion could be
accomplished in about 6 months, for a total of 9 months until the facilities
are useful.
The volume of abandoned mines is estimated to be 2 to 3 times that of
operating mines. Although the actual useable volume is not presently known,
it is our understanding that the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Sul~vey
are now involved in a study that will determine these volumes. Results
should be available within a few months.
F&S estimate that documentation and surveying could be completed in
about 6 months, with another 6 months to convert the suitable mines. Cost
would again not exceed $2.00/bbl, depending on location.

Finally with all the options and corresponding volume that could be
made available, there is enough flexibility such that other less desirable
options need not be considered. Among these are
• Steel tank storage, with its high cost.
• Nuclear cavities or craters, with the adverse sentiment it arouses.
• Shut in storage or storage in abandoned oil wells, with the
ensuing loss of oil and high economic cost.

,'

III.

CIRCULATING STOCKS

Our oil economy consumes approximately 16 million barrels per day.
A little more than 50 days supply is available in this country at a time
in the form of crude oil, intermediate and as products. Only a fraction
of this unit can be counted on as stocks. In fact any significant
decrease of the total that exists (~ 900 million bbls) will cause disturbances requiring actions of various severity. Therefore we have not
counted on this circulating stock in any way as a cushion in case of
an embargo.
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The Honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller
The Vice-President of the United States
Washington, D. C. 20500
Dear Nelson:
The following is a brief report on oil storage which is to supersede the rna teri a1 transmitted to you by te 1ephone on ~~arch 28, 197 5.
The report was prepared with most active collaboration of my friends
in Livermore. As you will see, substantial and relatively inexpensive
storage for oil can be made available.
In addition to the short report, I am transmitting an appendix
giving some details.
He should be most har>PY to answer any questions or to 90 into
further details.
Sincerely,

Em~ARD

ET:h<J
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OIL STORAGE REPORT
We have further investigated ways of quickly establishing a large
oil storage capacity within the United States. Some of the numbers we
communicated by phone have turned out to be too conservative. \ole now find
that existing salt mines and presently available tanker ships could provide
storage for 500 to 800 million barrels. This space would be available starting immediately for the ships and within six months for the mines.
Arab Imports
We now find that ~e are importing about two millions barrels per day
from Arab countries. One million comes directly as crude oil and another
million is shipped to intermediate countries where it is refined and then
imported into the U. S. as a finished product.
Five hundred million barrels of stored oil, therefore, could completely
replace all our Arab imports for eight months even in case of a totally
effective embargo.
'·

Shut-in productive capacity which could be turned on rapidly in nonArab exporting countries (Venezuela, Nigeria, Indonesia, etc.) exceeds two
million barrels per day.
Additional productive capacity also exists in the United States. Elk
Hills could begin producing 130,000 barrels per day in three to four months,
but availability of this oil appears limited by local pipeline capacity.
Storaqe
pil Tankers -The most readily available storage is in empty tanker
ships. According to persons at Global Marine Corporation and the Maritime
Administration, the total idle tanker capacity amounts to 185 million barrels.
As of January 1975, total worldwide orders for ne\'1 ships would provide capacity for an additional 1000 million barrels. In the first message this
figure was greatly underestimated. Some of these orders have been cancelled
due to reduced shipping demand but for the near future it appears that the
number of idle ships will continue to grow.
Chartering such space in the present depressed market would cost from
$1.50 to $4.00/barrel/year depending on the availability. The cost would
probably go up as the number of idle ships decreased. To purchase the ships
would cost well over $10.00/barrel.
In addition to being used for storage, a large number of ships will be
required to transport large quantities of oil to other storage sites.

Salt Mines and Wells- The second kind of available storage is in
existing rock-salt mines and solution mined salt wells. People at Fenix
and Scisson (mining and consulting engineers) and at the International
Salt Company have said that space for 750 million barrels could be made
available with little or no disruption of the nation•s salt industry.
These mines and wells are in Louisiana and Texas close to existing pipelines. Purchasing and converting them to oil storage use would cost
from $1.00 to $1.50 per barrel. Conversion could be accomplished in two
to six months.
Another storage option that could accomodate 100 million barrels
within six months is the creation of man-made surface storage ponds.
According to individuals in the Army Corps of Engineers such ponds
could be excavated, lined and covered at a cost of $1 .00/barrel.
Some environmental problems may exist (for instance, due to dispersal
by extremely strong winds) but such problems appear to be sblvable.
Mines, other than salt mines, may provide additional storage space
but the uncertajnty about their tightness (ability to retain oil) and
their distance from existing pipelines relegates them to a lower level
of consideration.
Recommendations
He recommend the following actions:
(1)

Begin leasing the needed ships.

(2)

MJke arrangements for the use of salt mines and wells.

(2a) As a contingency, make plans for establishing surface storage.
(3)

Obtain the pipeline supplies that will be needed to move the oil
to the storage sites and from Elk Hills to a refinery.

(4)

Write an environmental impact statement for each form of storage.
In the case of surface storage, some research may be necessary
to obtain a suitable surface cover. This research should be
initiated immediately.

Conclusions
For approximately one billion dollars and in approximately one-half
year, substantial oil storage can be established in the United States.
Since such storage would give us considerable leverage in any negotiations,
it is recommended that serious consideration be given to the establishment
of such storage.
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APPENDIX

I.

Mechanism of an Embargo

The followin9. total productive capacities and shut-in capacities are
relevant when one considers the possibility of an embargo.
Total Productive Capacity
(millions of barrels per/
day)
Arab countries with low population
(Saudi Arabia~ Kuwait, Libya, Emirates)
Arab countries with high population
{Iraq, Algeria, Egypt)
Non-Arab exporting countries
{Iran~ Venequela, Nigeria, Indonesia,
Ecuador)

Amount Shut{millions of
barrels per/

21.1

9.8

4.1

0.9

14.0

2.2

An embargo exclusively against the U. S. can therefore be replaced by
presently shut-in wells from non-Arab countries. B.Y increasing their shut-in
capacity the Arab countries having low populations could create a worldwide
scarcity which could make an embargo against the U. S. effective. It should
be realized that this can be done only by a further decrease in production
in the countries of low population where the percentage of shut-in capacity
is already quite large.
Having available stored oil under control of the U.S. could decrease
the threat of an embargo.

II.

Background Information on Storaqe Options··

l4e have divided our results into two cateqor1es. The first category
includes existing volumes that can be readily converted into storage
facilities. The second category suggests projects to construct new
storage facilties. Because of the need for construction, more uncertainty
is involved, and so these are listed separately.
Briefly our recommendations are:
I.

EXISTING VOLUMES
A.

Utilize presently available storage space in rock-salt
mines.
Available Volume = 138 MMB
Time = 3 ~4onths
Cost = $1.10/bbl

B.

Utilize available space in solution-mined salt wells.
Available Volume = 612 MMB
Time = 2 Months
Cost= $1.30- $1.50/bbl

C.

Utilize available oil tankers for storage.
Avai 1able Volume

=

100

Mt~B

Time = 3-6 months
Rental Cost = $1 .50-$3.50/bbl/yr
Total Available Volume

=

850 MMB

Typical Total Time

=

6 months

II.

NEW

CO~STRUCTION

A.

An intensive program of solution mining of salt domes.

B.

C.

D.

Volume

=

100 MMB

Time
Cost

=

6-9 months
$3.00/bbl

= about

Construction of environmentally acceptable surface
reservoirs.
Vo 1ume

=

Time
Cost

=

100

Mf~B

= 3 months

$1.00/bbl

For product storage, an intensive program to survey and
obtain space in operating mines.
Volume

=

several hundred HHB

Time
Cost

=
=

6-9 months
less than $2.00/bbl depending on location

For product storage, an intensive program to locate,
survey and refurbish shut-down mines and abandoned mines.
Volume

=

Time
Cost

=

2-3 times that of operating mines

9-12 months
= less than $2.00/bbl depending on location
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Location and ownership of all operating
rock salt mines and brine wells in Louisiana
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The following is a more detailed explanation of the various options.
I.a.

ROCK SALT MINES

Five large salt mines are located in Louisiana on the Gulf Coast.
These are shown on the enclosed map. In these mines there is presently
available 138 MMB of storage capacity with no adverse effect on the salt
industry.
We mention these mines first because they have easy access to oil
trunk lines and to port facilities where the supplies could enter the
country. It would take about six months to install the necessary equipment to convert parts of these mines to storage facilities. Costs would
run about $30 million per mine, or about $1.10/bbl.
In the North, we have specific information on .three mines owned by the
International Salt Company. The: volumes available are:
Cleveland ----48 MMB
Detroit -----118 MMB
Retsof, NY---229 MMB
Total -------395 HMB (Int•l Salt Co. only)
These mines would have access to the St. Lawrence Seaway but would
require new pipeline construction since they do not lie near major oil
fields.
International Salt Company also has experience in converting their
mines to storage. The have quoted $30 million and six months for conversion for each mine. Thus in the North we have identified 395 MMB of potential storage capacity at a cost of about $0.23/bbl, exclusive of the
pipeline to access the facilties.

I.b.

BRINE WELLS

Again the the Gulf states, we have considered solution mined wells in
salt domes. Storage in these wells is a developed technology. As of 1971,
petroleum products in salt domes occupied volumes of 24 ~~B in Louisiana,
84 MMB in Texas, and 5 f.1t1B in Missiissippi. See the enclosed map.
Our information is that as of January 1975, there are 262 f·U·1B of
capacity available in Louisiara, and another 350 NMB available in Texas.
Thus a total of 612 MMB could presently be converted to storage.
Brine wells are much smaller than rock-salt caverns, with sizes
typically 4 to 10 MMB. Thus a stora9e facili-ty could involve about 60
or more wells. The cost to buy these wells would be about $1.30 to
$1.50/bbl. Because the technology of conversion is well established, they
could be ready to accept the oil in about two months.
I. c.

TANKERS

There are presently 30 VLcc•s (Very Large Crude Carriers) in the
Persian Gulf that are awaiting a charter. The average capacity of these
tankers is about 2 Hf~B. They are free because of cutback in Arab production.
Another 20 of these tankers are temporarily out of service for various
reasons. All of these tankers could be brouqht into service in about three
months. The volume available is about 100 MMB.
These ships are under the flags of various·countries (Greece, Libya,
Panama, Japan, Scandanavian countries, etc.). They could be bought or
leased, depending on the time they would be held as storage facilities.
The purchase cost of a VLCC comes to about $15.50/bbl. The lease price
is presently about $1.50 to $4.00/bbl/yr.

.-

.

!I.e.

OPERATING MINES

These cavities would be useful for product storage in that they are
widely dispersed grographically, and all are served by rail connections.
In 1974, engineers at Fenix and Scisson, Inc. (F&S) did a study for
the EPA to determine the suitability of mines for storage of wastes.
Of the 672 operating mines in the country (excluding coal), F&S identified 172 that look promising for storage.
Although estimates for total volume are hundreds of MMB, the volumes
of these mines are poorly estimated. For products however, storage in the
range 10 to 100MB per mine would suffice and all the above mines would
qualify.
Conversion could take about 6 months, at a cost of less than $2.00/bbl.
F&S has recently bought and converted an iron mine in South Africa for
$0.40/bbl. Thus the technology is proven and the ability to realize this
option is assured.
II .d. SHIJT-DmJN AND ABANDONED

~HNES

Shut-down mines are also a possibility. Beneath Kansas City, a limestone mine is used for warehouse storage. Its volume is about 400 MMB.
Two other shut-down mines that we have identified represent 20 MMB in
Illinois and 20 MMB in Ohio.
A program to document and determine the suitability of shut-down mines
could take about 3 months. As with operating mines, conversion could be
accomplished in about 6 months, for a total of 9 months until the facilities
are useful.
The volume of abandoned mines is estimated to be 2 to 3 times that of
operating mines. Although the actual useable volume is not presently known,
it is our understanding that the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey
are now involved in a study that will determine these volumes. Results
should be available within a few months.
F&S estimate that documentation and surveying could be completed in
about 6 months, with another 6 months to convert the suitable mines. Cost
would again not exceed $2.00/bbl, depending on location.

Finally with all the options and corresponding volume that could be
made available, there is enough flexibility such that other less desirable
options need not be considered. Among these are
• Steel tank storage, with its high cost.
• Nuclear c~vities or craters, with the adverse sentiment it arouses.
• Shut in storage or storage in abandoned oil wells, with the
ensuing loss of oil and high economic cost.

---------------
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III.

CIRCULATING STOCKS

Our oil economy consumes approximately 16 million barrels per day.
A little more than 50 days supply is available in this country at a time
in the form of crude oil, intermediate and as products. Only a fraction
of this unit can be counted on as stocks. In fact any significant
decrease of the total that exists c~ 900 million bbls) will cause disturbances requiring actions of various severity. Therefore we have not
counted on this circulating stock in any way as a cushion in case of
an embargo.
IV.
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Jim, this material was presented to me during a visit by
Carl Wallace, a former top aide to Mel Laird and a very close
friend of the President. I know that you will be interested
in his position on these two issues.
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Carl S. Wallace

Corporate Vice President

Purolator, Inc.

1800 K Street. N.W., Suite 614
Washington, D. C. 20006
202 659-2750

April 3, 1975

Dear Barber:
It is my understanding that the markup of H.R. 5005,
The Energy Conservation and Conversion Act of 1975, will
begin shortly after Congress returns on April 7th.
Purolator Services, Inc., courier and armored car
services, uses approximately 16 million gallons of gasoline
a year, and you can readily see that a 5¢ per gallon gasoline tax wou~d have a great effect on our business.
Purolator Security provides armored car service for
the transportation of coin, currency, securities, food
stamps, bullion, precious metals and other valuables. Purolator
Courier provides expedited ground and air courier services
throughout the United States and transports a wide variety of
time-critical commodities, including cardio-vascular instruments, radioactive isotopes, blood, surgical arterial grafts,
checks in the process of collection to and from Federal
Reserve Centers and clearinghouses, and other urgent accounting
data for banks. These companies carry essential products
over established routes and are regulated by the I.C.C. and
the Public Service Commissions in the various states.
We believe that all regulated.motor carriers should
be exempt from the proposed increased tax on gasoline. If the
regulated motor carriers are not granted an exemption, we will
have to request appropriate rate increases from the respective
state Public Utility Commissions to offset the tax. It appears
to me that this would be inflationary in nature, and I feel sure
that this is not the intent of the bill.
I realize the complexity of dealing with inflation,
recession, and the energy crisis but feel that the exemption of
regulated motor carriers from the tax increase would be in the
best interests of all the people in the United States.
I urge your support of this position as you consider this
very important energy bill before the Ways and Means Committee.
Sincerely,
Carl S. Wallace
The Honorable Barber B. Conable, Jr.
The House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

oiAIR~N·
J. Kevm Murphy
President
Purolator Services, Inc.

o

Carl-Wallace
Executive Director
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Dear John:

COUNTRY COMMITTEES
BELGIUM

On January 15, 19JS, The Overseas Citizens Voting
~]~:;~~~~,;w"••D•
Rights Act of 197 5, was introduced in the Senate by
;~;:~~.~.--~::.:~~::: .. ,.,um
Senator Mathias (for himself, and Senators Pel!, Goldwater ~:~~\.~~;,.ch'''m'"
Bayh, Brock and Roth). An almost identical bill ,.;as
~~~.'67~~:.e,~~~'"''''"Y
B•lbo,,c.n,IZone
P assed by the Senate unanimously in the 93rd Congress.
On February 19, 1975, H.R. 3211 was introduced in
the House of Representatives by Congressman Dent (for
himself and Congressman Hays), and separate bills were introduced by Congressmen Frenzel and Gude. H.R. 3211 is
identical to S. 95. The Frenzel and Gude bills are
virtually identical. Hearings have be:en held by the
Subcommittee on Elections, and this bill is expected to
be referred to the House Administration f.ovmittee immediately following the Easter Recess
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GERMANY
Robert V. Daly, Jr.
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friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 3
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Bernard Blair
President
Carmack Trading &
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James W. Sweitzer
Assistant Manager
Manufacturers Hanover
ASIA, Ltd., Hong Kong
c/o American Chamber of
Commerce in Hong Kong
322 Edinburgh House, Hong Kon

ITALY-MILAN

As Executive Director of tho Bipartisan Committee
on Absentee Voting, I strongly urge your suvport of this
bill. There are some 750,000 American civilians residing
abroad who are barred from participating in Presidential
or Congressional elections. ~1embers of the 'military and
federal employees overseas can vote in these elections,
and I believe these private citizens should have the same
rights. These private citizens are vitally affected by
actions which the President and the Congress take, ~nd the~;;.:~:'~m..
deserve to he represented in the Congress of the Unl ted
'"'"•wi,,M'"''""'
States.

Herman H. Burdick, General
Secretary
American Chamber of
Commerce in Italy
12, via Agmello-20121 Milan
Phone: 80 79 55/6-87 79 3~

ITALY-ROME
Donald Malone
Procter & Gamble
Box 10075
Via Chopin, Rome

KOREA
H. E. O'Neill
c/o American Chamber of
Commerce in Korea
529 Banda Building
Seoul, Korea

MEXICO
Carl D. Ross, President
lnversiones Alba, S.A.
Reforma 336
Mexico, D. F.

I Joe Miller

'

FRANCE
Alfred E. Davidson &
Harvey S. Gerry
Bipartisan Committee on
Absentee Voting
20 Place Vendome
75 Paris ler, France

In the course of their stay overseas, Americans
meet many more of the average citizens than our official
representatives, both civilian and military,
possibly can
d
an d certa1nly shoula be our bcs t ambassa ors. Hollcver,
c.""''"""•·
this becomes extremely difficult when they are confronted ~~.:::'~h:~.~~i~-~~-74-53
with a question such as, ;.If your country is so great, \'rhy~;:;:·ho••02o-,•-5Q-B5
aren't you allm-.rcd to vote?~'
~;~~~;,":,.~':..,.,

john E. Smith, Jr.
Partner
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Rio Mixcoac 20-2
Mexico, D. F.
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NETHERLANDS

Frans van Mieristraat 10

American Chamber of
Commerce in Spain
Avda, Generalisimo Franco, 477
Barcelona 11, Spain

THAILAND
Ralph C. lambert &
Martin McClintock
c/o American Chamber of
Commerce in Thailand
140 Wireless Road
P.O. Box 703
Bangkok, Thailand

Bishop Paul A. Washburn
, President
1Board-of Global Ministries
I The United Methodist Church
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UNITED KINGDOM
Anthony'Hyde, Chairman
Democratic Nat'!. Comm.
Overseas in England

\walter Whitmyre
:IBM-Taiwan

V. W. Warren Pearl, Chairman
Republican Committee
20 Chester Square
london S.W. 1., England

tJames E. Wood, Jr.
Executive Director
Baptist joint Committee
of Public Affairs

•nd
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During the last Congress some of the Republican
men1bers of the House Subcommi ttec on Elections objected
to the postcard registration feature and the payment of
postage for overseas voters. These two objectionable
features have been removed from the bills as introduced in
the Senate and House.
I hope you will give this- bill your wholehearted
support when it reaches the House floor.
Sincerely,

Carl S. Wallace
Executive Director

The Honorable John J. Rhodes
The House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

tlcatlon tn either_ the threatened or endangered classes.
It might also be possible to amend the
Act, giving a. qualitled but protected status
to the species under study. This qualUled
status could be limited to a reasonably ade•
quate study pertod. (such as, two years), or
might protect the studied species on Federal lands, or on certain classes of Federal
lands only. This alternative however, also
raises the controversial Issue of competing
State and Federal powers ·over the management of wild animals, an Issue which Mr.
Widman of this omce has discussed with
your sta1I. It would appear desirable to have
any potential legislative solution to this
controversy developed before introducing a.n
amendment to extend the coverage of the
Act.
In regard to the specific problem of the
grizzly bear, we have checked the·matter with
the Department of the Interior. As you know,
during the court proceeding that Department
agreed to lnttlate an independent study of the
grizzly bear's status. We are advised that the
:final report of that study has now been submitted to Interior, and that Interior is planning to take appropriate action on the grizzly
bear in the Immediate future.
WbUe the Councu has no immediate sug•
gestlons for resolving all these IssUes, we
'WOUld he happy to review any proposal
'Wblch you might develop.
Sincerely,
·
R17SSELI. w. PETE!ISON,
Chairman.

ON

Qtr..u.rrr,
Washington, D.C., Febn£a7ll 3,1975.
Bon. RoGERs C. B. MORTON,

CoUNCIL

ENyJ:RONMENT&k

Secretary ot the Intericr,
Washington, D.C.
\
DEAR Ma. SEcltET&aY: On December 30, 1974.
notice of rule making appeared in the Federal Register regarding the threatened kangar006. Slmllarly, on January 2, 1975, notice
of proposed rule making appeared 1n the

Register regarding the grizzly bear. This
· letter represents the Council's comments on
those two actions.
i We eommend the Department ot the In. terior for taking these two act-tons. We real: Jze that bOth have been highly controversial
and there have been numerous delaya and
false starts. With these two actions, the
Department 1s taking its first steps 1n publlc
Implementation of the Endangered Species
Act ot 1973, which was an important component ot the AdmlnlstJ:atlon's Environmental Program. As a consequence, these two
actions take on considerable &ignlflcance as
potential precedents.
· In that regard, elements of the actions
concern us greatly, particularly 1n Ught ot
tbe intent and substantive provisions ot the
Aet.

'!
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Sectton •<d) ot the Endaniered Species
Act requires the SecretarY of the Interior
to promulgate "such regulations as he deems
neces.sary and advisable to provtde for the
eomeTVatfon oj nu:h (threatened) rpecle:l.•
(Emphasls added). Conservation 1s defined.
inter alia, as •. . . to use . • • all methods
and procedures which are necessary to bring
any endangered species or threatened species
to the point at ·which the measures provided
pursuant to this chapter (the Act) are· no
lODger necessary. Such methods and procedures included • • • researcll, oeiiSilS, la.w
enforcement, habitat acqutsttlon ••• an<l.
i# the e:ttraordifl.lrrp case where population
presmru withfn a given ecosystem cannot
be otherwise relieved, mag include regulate4
takfng'" (16 U.S.C. 1532) (Emphasis added).
This language clearly restricts the use of
zegulated taking to the "extraordinary case•
'lll'here population pressures cannot be otherwtse relleved. In the absence of facts which
clearly establlah that tbe population pree-

sures cannot be reUeved in any other wsy,
there would appear to be no basis for legally
valld regulations on regulated taking. Also,
the principal language establlshes the goal
of other regulations, to be promulgated, as
the restoration of species to a non-threatened
or non-endangered status.
In this regard, the regulations promulgated regarding the three species of kangaroo
are not consistent with the letter or the
spirit of the Endangered Species Act of 1973.
The regulations purport to allow importation of taken kangaroos when ( 1) a sustained yield program is established that (2)
is not detrimental to the survival of the
species. Neither the "sustained yield program" nor the "not detrimental" test m~t
the statutory criterion, showing that
population pressures cannot be otherwise
relieved. Thus. we bel1eve that the regulations should be revised or interpreted so as
to be 1n keeping with the mandate of the
A~e rules s'ubmltted with the proposed
listing of the grizzly bear are also troublesome. One portion of the proposal lndlcatea
that de facto regulations wUl be promulgated
which allow the taking (mostly by sport
hunting) of up to 25 bears per year 1n tbe
Bob Marshall Ecosystem. Again, 1n our
view, the Secretary must first fu11lll the
statutory burden by showing that the proposed taking by hunting will be the •extraordinary case" which follows substantial
attempts to reueve.population preesures by
other means. In our view, this test. aga.ln.
has not been met and we bell"" that 'the
regulations and proposal for flns.l action
should be revised accordingly.
· One other portion of the proposed regulattons eoncernlng grtzzly beats 1s also of speclal concern to us. The regulations pertatning to listing of grizzlies ln the Yellowstone
eoosystem state that depredating bears may
be taken. SlmDarly. tbe de facto regulations
tor the Bob Marshall Ecosystem state that
nuisance (Including depredating) bears may

represents the •extraordinary case where
population pressures •.. cannot be otherwise relieved."
Again, we are aware of the deep commitment with whlch the personnel ln the Department of the Interior have approached the
preservation of endangered and threatened
species. Implementation of this law will undoubtedly aid in protecting both endangered
species and environmental quallty throughout the U.S. ant' the world. In that regard,
we hope our comments are helpful In further
adm1n1strat1on of the law and 1n achieving
its objectives.
Sincerely,
/

I

RUSSELL W. PETEIISON,

Chairman.

~UTTAL

TO CRITICS OF' OVERSEAS VOTING LEGISLATION

Mr, GOLDWATER. Mr. President, it
has been brought to my attention that
some questions were ra.Ised recently at
hea.rings by the House Subcommittee on
Elections with respect to the constitutlona.llty of legislation strengthening the
voting rights of overseas citizens.
PJIECEDENT OJ' 18'1'0 LAW St1PPORTS

rUaTHEit

.ACTION BY CONGRJISS

Frn_..,..,_,
I cannot see .,,.,.., doubt· .... all
cw.uw..7
~
.. ~
about the constltutionaUty of the proposed law. It is a logical extension of a
law on the sa.me subject which I authored
1n 1970 and wblch was upheld as a valld
exercise of Congres8 powers by the U.S.
supreme c ourt 6 months 1ater.
This law is section 202 of the Voting
Rights Act Amendments of 1970, which
· extended absentee registration and ballottng rights to American citizens who
were dented the right to vote because they
were away from home on election day
and were not allowed to register absentee
be:!k:!1 that the regulations 1n both ca&ea or obtain absentee ballots. One of the
should clearly d11Ierentiate between bears stated purposes of the law; spelled out
causing depredations on public and on durillg Senate fioor action en 1t, is the
private lands. On public lands. no threatened Intent to facflltate the vote 1n Prestdengrlzzly bears should be taken except tor tlal elections for Americans outside the
clear reasons of human safety.
United States.
Grlzzly hears, and 1n fact all endangered
The law also struck down the duraand threatened species, are valued highly by tional \Vaittng periods preventing Arnerttbe people ot this nation. PubUc lands are cans from voting for President and VIce
lands held tn trust. for all Americana. not President solely because th- ha.d a.de
just one or another spec1a1 interest group.
·
.
VJ
m
Certa1n uses of these lands requtn; spe- a change of households before the elecdfic regulation and are a privUege, not a tton. Section 202, 1n which these provlright. Grazing and ranching are such UML slons were set forth. wa.s upheld ln
Thus, in determlnlng which of .uch cUs- Oregon v. Mitchen, 400 U.S. 112 <1970).
cretlonary uses may be allowed or may have
In overhauling State residence and abpriority, the pubUc 11Lnd manager must con- sentee regulations 1n Presidential elecslder the impact of the proposed use on othe:r ttons, Congress ha.d relied upon a.t leasi
pubUc uses or values of those lands. Wbere four district grounds for the exercise of
there are pubnc values, particularly wUd- congressional authority In the case o!
life such as the threatened griZZly on public
.
·
lands. it may he .logically argued that u 'a Oregon. the Supreme Court seized upon
uvestoclt owner Wishes the priv!lege of graZ.. each of these justifications 1n holding for
lng domestic livestock on the same area, he · the valldity of the statute.
must accept_ eome losses from the wucWte
FJM, section 202 rests upon Congress
as part of the cost of doing h1s buslness on power to secure the rights Inherent 1n
that publlc land. In wch a case the restora- national citizenship, which lnclude the
tion of the threatened species should he rec- right to vote for Federal omc:.ers. Since
ognlzed as having a greater publlc value than these rights adhere to U.S citlzenshiP
the economtc·return to the a.1fected ranche:r.
•
•
considert:iig thls, we·. believe that taking of a rather than citizenship of a State, we
threatened specles committing depredations, acted to protect the rights under the neeor otherwise belng ·a "nuiisance," on pubUo essa.ry and proper clause of a.rttcle I of
lands should be prohibited ll1 any case noli the Constitution.
involving direct threats to human safety. In
A related basis for congressional po\t"er
tact, we suggest that the Intent of Section 7 was our design to protect the funda(16 u.s.c. 1536) of the Act, tnter alla, to mental, national right of travel bY a
prohibit taking (k1111ng) of endangered or citizen. ·
threatened spedes on lands belonging ~
of the American people, tn any s1tuat10D
where it cannot be shown. that such ta.ldng

a.u

A third basts of Congress autborlt1
that was asserted. is our power to en!o~
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tbe privU.eges and immunities guaranteed· acts with a purpose of protecting these
to citizens of all the States. Here we were rights or prlvlleges In a narrowly drawn

rotndful of correcting the maze of confticting State and local requirements appllcable to Presidential elections which
created a. serious inequality of treatroent among citizens of one State as compa.red with citizens of the other States.
Fourth, we viewed section 202 as an
exercise of power under the 14th amendroent. In this context, we were protecting
against a discriminatory classification 1n
voting made between citizens who were
a.ble to be physically present at the time
of registration or voting and those who
could not be present In person. Also, we
considered the unfair classification made
between citizens whe were new residents
and those who were longtUne residents
of a state or locality.
·
In light of similar laws in many of the
states which Indicated that States could
satisfy their legitimate interests by the
rules legislated in section 202, we in Congress could not find any compelling reason wbiY a State should condition the
right to vote for President on the duration of resident's physical presence or
absence at the polls.
·
Elght members of the Supreme Court
upheld Congress' power to adopt the un1form regulations of section 202. Justice
Brennan, joined py Justices Marshall
and White, rested. his oplnlon squarely
upon the "compelling interest" doctrine
and Congress' power to enforce the 14th
amendment by "eliminating an unnecessary burden on the right of Interstate
migration" (400 U.S., at 239>.
Justice Douglas also upheld section 202
as a 14th amendment matter, but tied
his oplnlon to section 1 of that amendment, · the prlvlleges and 1mmunlties
clause.
Justice Stewart, jointed by Chief Justice Burger and Justice Blackmun, sustamed section 202 on the ground of Congress' authority to protect and facllltate
the exercise of privlleges of U.S. citizenshlp under the Necessary and Proper
Clause of Article L He stated that the
prtvllege of free travel, without loss of
the right to vote, "findS its protection
in the Federal Government and is natlomQ in character." (400 U.S., at 287> •
Justice Black based his oplnlon sustainlng section 202 on the final authority
of CongreB:! to make laws governing Federal elections and .Congress' general
powers under the Necessary and Proper
Clause of Article I.
Only Justice Harlan believed section
202 was Invalid on any ground.
The fact that the Court divided 1n
choosing alternative grounds for upholdlng section 202 is argued by some as deprlving the case of precedential weight.
But what this restricted view overlooks
M b
f th
1s the fact that elgh t
em ers 0
e
Court actually did unite on the princlple that the jurisdiction of the States
over matters normally considered as bel.ng within their primary domain is subject to the superior power of Congress to
vindicate personal rights or privileges of
citizenship which the Court has determined to be secured by the Constitution.
Moreover, Oregon clearly stands for
the proposition that so long as Congress
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been expressly necognlzed as a right dlrectly secured to citizens by the Constimanner, rather than with the purpose tution.
of passing general legislation over a
Contrary to the blanket statement by
State-reserved field, Congress possesses opponents of overseas voting legislation
power to establish specific regulations at- that no Supreme Court oplnlons Indicate
tacking a particular problem 1n that the existence of any inherent constltufield..
tional right to vote 1n Federal elections,
Powu oF coNaaus BESTS oN WEI.L-s:&:TTI.D other than the lone opinion of Justice
·cABB LAW
· Black In Oregon, there are at least five
Applying the above rules to the pend- · Supreme Court decisions In which such
1ng Iegtslation·on behalf of overseas clti- a right has been specifically mentioned:
zens, I am con,ftdent Congress is on firm · United States v. Classfc, 313 U.S. 299, 314,
ground 1n proposing to expand the 1970 315 (1941> ; Twining v. New Jersey, 211
vote law to cover congressional as well U.S. 78, 97. <1908>; Wiley v. Sinkler, 179
as Presidential elections. The case law U.S. 58, 62 <1900>; In re Quarles, 158
may be summarized as follows:
U.S. 532, 53a <1895); and E% parte Yar'First. In the past 10 years there have borough, 110 U.S. 651, 663 <1884>. (Also
been, at least eight Supreme Court de- see the opinion of Justice Frankfurter In
cislons upsetting State and local elec- United States v. Willia1M, 341 U.S. 70, at
tlon practices founded upon the principle '79 <1951>.
of a strict judicial scrutiny under
In Twining, the.Supt:emeCourt.plalnly
the 14th amendment of the State or announced that:
local governmental objectives and methAinong the rights and prlvUeges of N&ods. Bullock v. Carter, 405 U.S. 134, 144 tionllol citizenship recognized by this court
(1972) : Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 u.s. 330, [Is] the •.. right to vote tor N&ttonal or337 <1972) ; Evans v. Cornman, 398 u.s. fleers ... 211 u.s~ at 97.
419, 424, 426 <1970>: Phoenf:£ v. KolodFourth. Opponents of overseas voting
zieiskf. 399 U.S. 204, 205 C1970> ; Cipri- legislation argue that elections for Presiano v. City of Houma, 395 U.S. 701, 704 dential electors may be State rather than
<1969) ; Kramer v. Union School District, Federal elections for constitutional pur~
· 395 U.S. 621, 628 <1969); Harper v. Va. poses. This argument ignores the deci.Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 670 sion of In re Quarles, where the Supreme
<1966>; and Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. Court expressly stated that:
89 (1965).
Among the rights secured to cltlzens diSecond. In at least three of the above reetly by the .Constitution 1s "the right to
cases, the Supreme Court has overturned vote tor presidential elector:r or members o!
State rules which were purported to be Congress.N 158 u.s~ at 635. (Enlphasls
bona fide residence requirements.
added.)
·
In Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89
These same critics mistakenly cite
(1965), the Court overturned the use by ·Burroughs v. United States, 290 U.S. 534
Texas of an irrebuttable statutory pre- <1934>, in support of their posltlon. Bursumption that excluded servicemen from roughs specifically considers and rejects .
the vote by classifying them as nonresl- the very suggestion raised by the critics,
dents.
holding that Presidential electors, "exerIn Evans v. Cornman, 398 U.S. 419 else Federal functions under. and dis<197(}), the Court struck down a Mary- charge duties In virtue of authority con- ·
land statute which created a presump- ferred by, the Constitution of the United
tion that persons living on a Federal en- states." Id. at 545. Thus Burroughs actuclave within the State did not fulfill the allY can be cited as additional support for
residence requirement for voting 1n the power of congress to legislate with
Maryland.
.
respect to Presidential elections.
In Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330
Fifth. Critics of overseas voting legis- U970), the. Court held unconstitutional lation assert that the liberty to travel
the 1-year duratlonal wafting period . abroad is seemingly not as absolute as
Tennessee had used as a precondition the right of interstate travel .. Again, the
to voting in that State.
critics ignore the clear message of the
Ironically, Dunn, which overturned a Supreme Court.
state residence rule, is cited by opponents
In Kent v. Dunes, 357~ U.S. 116, 126
of the overseas voting bill for the propo- (1958>, the Supreme Court plalnly
sltion that such rules are immune from equated the right of Interstate travel
the reach of Congress. To the contrary, with the right to travel abroad. ·
the Supreme Court observed 1il Dunn
The court stated:
that:
"Freedom or movement across tront!ers 1n
I! it WP..S not clear then (referring to 1965], either direction, and inside frontiers as wen,
It Is certainly clear now that a more exact- was a part o! our heritage. Travel abroad. like
lng test Is required !or any statute that travel within the country, may be necessary
"places a con<l.!t!on on the exercls& or th& !or a livelihood. It may be as close to the
right to vote." 405. U.S., at 337.
heart or the indiVidual as the choice or what
he eats. or wears, or ren.ds. Freedom of moveThus, the Supreme Court has made it ment 13 bv.slc in our scheme o! values." 357 ·
clear that the States may not use a bona u.s. at 126 .
fide residence rule in such a way that it
Far from taking a nalTower view of
could sweep an entire group of otherwise congress power to secure the vote to
qualified U.S. citizens off the voting rolls, travelers abroad; than o! its comparable
unless the restriction Is proven necessary power with respect to interstate travelers.
to promote a compelling State interest. the Supreme court has given a broad
- Third. The right to vote for. national protection to foreign travel. In Aptheker
elective officers, Including Members of against Secretary of state, the court conCongress and Presidential electors, has sidered freedom of movement abroad to
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be of such· great importance that the
Court held this personal liberty paramount to a substantial governmental interest in restricting travel based on
grounds of national security, 378 U.S.
500, 505, 508 (1964).

,

in making statements pertinent to the
application, such as a claim to being last
domiciled in such State prior to departure from the United States.
Thus, Congress can act, consistent with
the highest standards of our constitutional system, to establish uniform, national practices securing the right of
Americans abroad to participate in the
choice of Federal officers whose decisions
and programs aft'ect them directly and
substantially.
· ·

March 17, 1975

While an exhaustive search of historical
records bas not been undertaken, the following chronology and facts are clear.
1. The construction of a suitable building
to house the Nation's a1r and space collections has been a long-awaited event. The
act o! August 12, 1946, establishing the NaLEGISLATION 15 CON61STENT WITH BASIC 5CHE<>1B
tional Air Museum, included provisions for
o-, llEPRESENTATIVE GOVlmNlll:ENT
a method of selecting a site for a National
Air Museum to be located 1n the Nation's
In swnmary, it is clear the proposed
Capital. The act of September 6, 1958, desigoverseas voting legislation .is constitunated the site for a building to be on the
tional. Its object is to protect and faMall from Fourth to Seventh Streets, Incilitate the right of almost 1 million
dependence Avenue to Jefferson Drive, S.W.
U.S. citizens to vote in Federal elections.
2. During the period of the late 1950's and
These citizens have a. direct and substan- NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM early 1960's, the Smithsonian Institution
engaged
in preplanning studies for this new
. tial interest in decisions and policies
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, having re- mu~eum building. During this period it was
acted upon by the public officials chosen
as pa.rt of the planning process,
in Federal elections, the President and cently been appointed to be a member of concluded,
that the costs of such a building shoUld not
Vice President and Members' of Congress. the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian exceed $40,000,000, which the Institution
Action by Congress is required if over- Institution, I was disturbed to read an believed would produce an outStanding
seas citizens are to be brought within the article on February 28 in the Washington building to commemorate American attainbasic system of representative govern- Post indicating that the construction of ments.
3. A "Schedule of Building Projects" wall
ment. No single State can guarantee the the National Air and Space Museum is
included by the Smlthsontan in botb tts FY
franchise to all or most of these persons. experiencing a cost overrun.
Michael Collins, the Director of the 1962 and FY 1963 budget IIUbinissions to the
In order to estabtudl a Uitiform process
Congress. The Schedule 1n the FY 1962 IIUbby which all or most overseas citizens can museum, has set the matter straight in mission
(page 82) projected the FY 1963
enjoy an equal opportunity to vote Jn a letter to the editor of the Post published request :tor a planning approprtat1on of
Federal elections, it 1s necessary for Con- on March 10.
$1,820,000 and an FY 1966 construction apI ask unanimous consent that· Mr. proprta.tton o:C $3'7,680,000 :tor 'the NASM
gress to enact appropriate implementing
Collins' letter be printed in the RECOllD. building. These two amounts total f89,600,legislation.
There being no objection, the letter ooo. The SchedUle 1n the FY 1963 doeument
·The specific procedures which Con(page 6'7) maintained the two amounts but
gress uses in the pending overseas vot- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, sUpped
the Schedule to FY 1964 and FY
ing bill are, Jn general, derived from sec- as follows:
1966. This Schedule, dated January 2, 1962,
(Letter to the editor; Wa.shington Post,
tion 202 of the Voting Rights Act Amendwould appear to be th6 source o:t the 1962
Mar. 10, 19'76)
ments of 1970, which in turn were drawn
"original estimate" cited In t)le GAO reMUSEUM'S CosT
port.
:from the proven practice of the States
4. In 1963, the Smithsonian revised its
Your February 26 tront page story conthemselves. In section 202 we made a
cost estimate to $41,920,000, including a
finding that these practices were applied cerning construction cost overruns states -total
of $1,8'75,000 for planning. Actual planthat the National Air and Space Museum will
by many States with respect to some of have
6% overrun. While lt inay seem a ning appropriations ln the amounts of $511,their residents without· significant fraud small apoint,
those o:t us working on th1s 000 and $1,364,000, for a total o:f $1,8'75,000
or administrative difficulty In their own project are proUd of the :fact that tbere Will were made avaD11oble to the Institution by
elections, and 1n the overseas voting bill be no ovelTUn, 1n terms of e1tber tbne or the Interior and Belated Agencies Appropri·
we again make the same finding.
money. The buUdmg will be ready for its ation Acta for the fiscal years 1964 and 1965,
-U some of the States can use these pubUo opening 1n July 19'76, as orig1nall;y respectively. This planning was completed
planned, and tt wlU cost no more than Its a.nd the )ll'Ojeet wpproved by the Commission
practices successfully for purposes of original
. of Fine Arts and the NatioJ:Ial Capital Plan•
$41.9-mil'Uon price· tag.
voting, and determining residence for
ning Commlssion. The cost of the building,
MICHAEL Co:&LINS,
voting, by certain citizens from such
built to those plans and spectftcatlons, was
DirecU;,r-,
State, such as absentee servicemen and
estimated to be $40,000,000 1n 19&5.
National Air and Space Mmeum.
women and their accompanying depend6. In 1966, Ule Congress ene.eted legislation
Washington.
authorizing
the construction of the NASM
ents, then surely we in Congress may
Mr.
MOSS.
Mr.
President,
at
my
rebut
deferred appropriations for construe·
properly :find that there is no compelling
tion untll expenditures for the VIetnam war
reason whY all States should not use the quest, Mike Collins has provided me with had
a aubstantl.al reduction.
same practices for protecting the vote of background information on the status of · 6. shown
By the early 1970'8, when lt appeared
citizens with at least an equal nexus with the National Air and Space Museum con- tbts project might be allowed to proceed, 1t
the particular State. Whatever the Inter- struction. So that the record may be com- wall obvious that as a result o:t rising costs of
est of the States in more narrowly defin- pletely clear in this regard, I ask unani- labor and materials over the lntervenlng
ing residence for purposes of purely mous consent that the background state- years, the 1965 plans would now cost between $60 and $70 mllllon to implement.
State, county, and municipal omces, there ment be printed in the RECORD.
This mc.Jor and bnporta.nt construc- Consequently, in lts FY 19'72 budget, the
1s no compelllng need for using a Stricter
requested an appropriation of
test in Feder41 elections than the one tion project, even though · delayed for Smithllontan
$1,900,000 :tor planning and redesign of the
many years, 1s not overrunning.
set forth 1n the pending legislation.
museum bUUcUng Wlth the goal of uslng tbe
There being no objection, the state- latest.
I would remind critics of the proposal
design _and construction Wc:hnique!
that the bill is not open ended. It only ment was ordered to be prJnted in the to lower tbe ooot of the building to $40,000.·
applies to Federal elections. It only cov- RECOllD, as follows:
ooo--tbe estimate ol ten years earlier. Tbost
ers U.S. citizens who have a. past nexus, a STATEMENT ON PvJutoaTED COST 0vJ:aB11N ON new planning :funds were appropriated and
THB NATIONAL Am AND SPACB :M'OS!lVM the redesign-completed and approved by the
domicile, in the particular State where
CONSTRUCTION
Oommlsaion of Pine · Arts and the National
they are seeking to vote in Federal elecGAO's report to the Congress ot PebJ'Uar1 Capltai Planning Commission.
tions.
7. For FY 19'73 the Institution requested •
19'75, entitled "Financial Status ot Major
Moreover, the absentee citizen must 24,
CivU Acquisitiotlll, December 81, 1973" ettea construction appropriation o:t $40,000,000.
comply with all applicable qualifications on page 27 that the National Air and Space The Interior and Related AgeDCies Approand valid procedural requirements of a Museum's current cost est1me.te ot $41,900,- priation Act :tor that year provided an r;.p·
State. Each State will retain full power to ooo exceeds by $2,400,000 (6 percent) 'the propriation o:t e1s.ooo.ooo and contract au·
test whether an applicant for absentee 1962 estimate o:t $39,500,000. WbUe both o:t thority for an additional $27,000,000. Apto Uqutdate the contract au·
registration or voting first, is of legal age: these amounts ·do pertain to ihfs building, propriations
thority were provided in FY 1974 ($1'7,000.·
second, 1s incapacitated by reason of in- their comp8.l'l.son over this extended period 000)
and FY 19'75 ($7,000,000) and are recompletely misleading. Tbts comparison,
sanity; third,· is disqualified as a con- 1s
however, since it Is now a me.tter o:t record, qllested for PY 19'76 ($3,000,000, the balar.Cf
victed felon; fourth, meets the prescribed deserves to be explatned. There Is no cost of the approved amount).
time and manner for making applica- overrun agatnst the tunds actually appropri8. The construction of the new m\W!Uill
building started ln the fall 19'72, and ill nc~
tion; and fifth, 1s accurate or truthful ated for this project.
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STATUS OF NEGOTIATIONS
Since our meeting las£ week, we have vigorously pursued our
negotiations with Congressmen t;llma.'1. and Dingell in an effort
to reach agreement on basic differe~ces. Both chairmen have
been receptive to our concerns and the Hay 1 deadline and are
proceeding in some favorabl:e._directions. At the same time,
neither chairman seems to ·have complete control over his
committee, overall progress is slow, and significant differences
in approach still persist. The situation in each committee is
briefly su..rnmarized in the following:
~vays

and Means

The committee is moving towards a bill that will rely
primarily on price effects and carket.forces to achieve
our conservation goals. It is likely that the price
effects will be ap?roximately eq~al to the $2.00 tax
fee in our progra~, but applied in a selective manner
and phased in over a longer period of time. Specific
provisions include:
$1.00 per barrel import fee or 10% of the value of
imported crude oil, "tvhichever is higher •.
A lower fee for imported procucts (1/2 the crude oil
rate for hvo years}. Although r.ve have argued for a
higher ·fee for imported products to protect and
stimulate domestic ~efining capacity, the committee's
approach is a concession to L~e Northeast.

·-

- 2
An ad valorem tax on new autos, starting in 1976,
based on auto fuel efficieP-cy. The tax, which
'l.'lould be bet'l.-;een 2-10% in 1977 and rise to 16%
in 1980, has strong support in the committee and
is viewed by the chairman as being popular throughout the House.
A gasoline tax of an as yet Q~determined amount.
The tax is likely to start low in 1976 and ~ise to
the 20¢ level in 1980.
industrial fuels tax that rises to $1.00 per
barrel over a several year period.

An

In addition to these market mechanisms, the committee
strongly favors the establislli~ent of an import quota
system to assure that domestic conservation savings
result i~ reductions in imports and a standby Federal
petroleum import purchasing authority. Although our
efforts to delete these provisions to date have not
been successful, primarily bec~use the chairmen believe
that these provisions"'Will have to be included in any
legislation that is to be successzul in the House, we
have been successful in convinc~ng the coiTmittee to
render the provisions esse~tial~y harmless.
Co~~erce

Cowmittee

Progress in the Commerce Committee is much slower and
the conceptual directions much less favorable than in
Ways and r·1eans.
Several important issues have been
put off until next we~k or later, including decontrol
of old oil, emergency storage and coal conversion.
Although there is a general cc~i~~ent to decontrol,
any decontrol provision from th~s committee is likely
to be phased in over a several year period (e.g. 3-5)
and there are disturbing amen~~ents that would roll
back the price of new oil as part of any phased decontrol
scheme. To date, the Committee has agreed·on the
following provisions:
Establishment of a fixed level of consumption of
gasoli~e at 98 percent of co=parable months in 19731974. Although some Presidential discretion .is
allm.;ed, this allocation approach could be large
enough to result in noticea~le physical "shortages;-.

-
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.

Standby emergency authorit~es that require submission of contingency plans to the Congress for
approval prior to their implementation.
Action in the Senate remains slow CLTJ.d is tending tow·ards
multi-tier crude oil pricing syste2s and reductions in.new
oil prices. Active consideration is also being given towards
price ceilings on all ne~·T natural gas, including the intrastate market which is now unregulated. Unrealistic, mandatory
conservation programs are also being considered.
OPTIONS FOR HAY l ACTION
Of the basic options regarding th~ May lst deadline f6r the
60 days you provided Congress to develop an energy package,
three appear to merit primary consideration:
impose the second dollar on the import fee,
take steps tmvards decontrol, or
do both.
OPTION 1:

Imoose the second dollar of the import fee.

Unless the national security proclamation is further
amended before Hay 1, the import fee will rise to $2.00
per barrel on crude oil and $.60 per barrel on products.
This action will result in an iD.Tilediate attempt to
override your veto of legislation prohibiting any increase
in fees after January 15, 1975. If the veto is not
sustained, you will not be able to increase import fees
for 90 days, the $1.00 ~lready in existence wili be
rescinded, and our strength for the rest of the program
could be eroded.
If, on the other hand, the veto is sustained, i t would
be a clear sign of strength and a ratification, however
narrow, of the market approach to our energy problems.
It is our judgment that the veto could be sustained
by a slim margin if an all-out effort is launched, but
i t could go either way.
Impositiort of the second dollar will place additional
pressure on Ullman and possibly give the impression that
the Administration is not happy with his progress to date
or the direction of the Committeets bill, even though>
the Committee:
is farther along than any

o~~er

in the Congress,

4

has agreed to let us

k~ep

the $1.00 now in effect,

is moving toward other price mechanisms that would
be comparable to your program in both magnitude
and philosophy if not in specific application, and
is likely to produce legislation that has perhaps
the highest degree of probability of being acceptable
to both the House and the Administration.
In spite of this signal, however, Ullman wouldlbe in a
position to push his bill as a response to your action,
arguing that his bill would effectively roll-back the
second dollar "~:.vhile enacting ·other positive provisions.
He might see this as a better response than a negative
action to simply negate the second dollar by pushing for
an override of the vetoed bill that would suspend your
tariff authority for 90 days.
A decision not to impose the second dollar would express
general satisfaction with Ullman's efforts, give him
additional time to produce a bill, and avoid strong
moves/pressures from the New England delegation. At the ·
same time, the viabil:i:-t:y-of one of our major action-forcing
levers would be seriously undermined. Fai~ure to impose
the second dollar no-.;-r in the face of a poor performance
by the Congress might be an indication of the fact that
1;-.re ·do not intend to use :i.t in the future.
OPTION 2:

Initiate decontrol procedures.

Under this option, the second dollar·would be held in
abeyance for an unspecified period of time (an always
present threat if the C6ngress doesn't move) and a
phased decontrol plan would be submitted to the Congress
within 15 days (to allow for 10 days of public hearings)
for its 5 day period to approve or disapprove such a plan.
The phased plan, which would be a two year program designed
to remove 1/4 of old oil from control every six months,
would be comparable in approach if slightly faster in
speed, than the approaches that have some support in the
Commerce Committee.
Although this action could result in punitive legislation,
it is a further compromise from your original proposal of
immediate decontrol, it places us on a firm decontrol
schedule if successful, and has considerabl·e chances .....of
being viewed as an acceptable solution by the Congress,
particularly since it can be construed as an action by

- 5 the President.As one of the most critical pieces of
your entire legislative progra!_!l, a move on decontrol
while holding the second dollar might enhance the
chances for the decontrol plan to be approved.
The
New England delegation, at least, would not actively
oppose the plan.
· ·
OPTION 3:

Impose the second dollar and initiate
decontrol proceedings.

This action.which combines the basic advantages and
disadvantages, opportunities and pitfalls, of options
1 and 2, would be a strong move by the Administration
to re-energize the entire Congress on energy legislation.
The basic argu.ltlents for this option are t-.;vo-fold:
Although Ullman is making so~e progress, his legislation
faces many steps and obstacles before final Congressional
action~
The likelihood of action on his bill and
others by the Congress is ra~ote over the next several
months, and the chances of legislation highly objectionable to the AdminisJ:ration are good if 't·Te do not main...:
tain a show of strength.
If successful, this option 't·-rould represent 90% of the
economic components of your energy program, even
though achieved in a less efficient manner. All that
\-TOuld essentially be lacking is a 'tvindfall profits tax.
The basic problems with this action center in its magnitude
and force.
Prospects for negative legislation, particularly on the tariff, are higher for this option than
options 1 or 2.
RECO!-L."'ENDATION
Given the lack of progress by the Co~gress to date, the need
for maxL~um pressure to keep the Congress from trying to avoid
the tough decisions required by the nation's energy situation,
and the problems being generated by continued controls on old
oil, the ERC recommends that the following actions proceed on
May 1:
Announce the imposition of the second dollar if we
are reasonably certain of being able to sustain
your veto;
•

-.

Initiate decontrol proceedings.

- 6 If \ve cannot sustain the veto, then the ERC >;orould recommend
the second option - decontrol with--a:1 indefinite hold on
the second dollar.
'
The ERC further reconmends the follo#ing sequence of events
leading up to the annow~cement of your decision:
1.

Moncay afternoon no final decisions
indicate only that
advisers to review

2.

Wednesdav morning - President meets first with
Republican leadership to.in£orm them of his decision,
and then with Ullman and DL"lgell, separately if
option 3, together if option 2.

3.

We~~esdav

President meets with advisers;
are made, and public statements
the President has met with his
the options.

afternoon

Public announcement of

-decision.
4.

Thursday - Press briefing by President or by Zarb .

..
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